
Is there any Future for Mariners? – Autonomous Surface Vessels 

A short appraisal by Geoff Walker 

Since going to sea as a Cadet in the early 1960s, when ships were kitted out with a Magnetic Compass, 

and if you were lucky also a Gyro Compass, Chronometer, Sextant and Admiralty charts, not forgetting 

our friendly “Sparks” for communication purposes; I frequently reflect over the changes I have 

experienced during my ensuing 40 seagoing years.  

Nowadays, of course we take for granted GPS, Electronic Charts, GMDSS, DP, AIS, and all the other “bits 

and bobs” that now make up a modern ship, more, or less driven by electronics and an array of other 

ingenious gadgetry.  

To an ex- mariner, I also reflect on what the future may hold for our profession, particularly in respect of 

recent developments and the introduction of Unmanned Surface Vessels (USV), and the utilization of 

such craft in the years to come. Whilst the concept is nothing new by any means, the rapid development 

of this technology is mindboggling, so much so that one is compelled to ponder if in fact there will be 

any future for Masters, Engineers, Sailors or will it all be controlled from a land based office, along the 

lines of how modern military drones are operated - by a single person, with a mere ”joystick”, and a few 

buttons and switches to manipulate, sitting in front of a computer screen. 

By definition the term, ‘Autonomous Ship’, now frequently heard within the modern shipping industry, 

is mainly used to describe a self-sailing crewless craft. However, there are several levels of autonomy by 

which a vessel is designated. According to Lloyd’s Register, autonomy levels (AL) range from ‘AL0’ 

meaning traditional manned ship to ‘AL6’, referring to a fully autonomous ship with the operating 

systems and capability to calculate all the consequences and risks, and make decisions by itself, without 

any human interference.  Hence, it is alleged that “Autonomous Ships” are the future of the maritime 

industry.  Similar to the changes made to everyday life by the smartphone, the “Smart Ship” will 

revolutionize future thinking, ship designs and operations on a global basis. See below scale ALO-AL6. 
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Reviewing the scale of autonomation, one may conclude this mainly for military or naval application. 

Perhaps so at this point in time, but there is little doubt it will be manipulated to comply with the needs 

of the commercial shipping sector in the near future. Who knows what is already in the pipeline? 

Of course, shipping company accountants will argue the case for the attractive benefits of autonomous 

and unmanned ships, already being identified and discussed within maritime boardrooms and offices. 

According to inter industry research, whilst cheaper labor has over recent times cut operating costs by 

60%, fully automated ships could cut labor costs by 90%. In fact, autonomy may play a significant part in 

the design and eliminate or reduce the need for any crew, and vessels could be radically simplified, 

which may, for example result in a 6% saving in fuel costs by the removal of the accommodation 

structure, also benefitting by a further 5% in ship construction costs. These are only two aspects that 

could make any new ship with additional cargo carrying space, far more attractive to owners, thus 

yielding a higher freight income. 
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There is little doubt that these kinds of ships would offer possibilities for substantial crew savings, 

eliminate human risks, and allow for more efficient use of space within a ship. Autonomous ships would 

also optimize maintenance and maximize fuel utilization, resulting in a much smaller carbon footprint. 

The advantages of autonomous ships are abundant, and autonomous shipping is not just a farfetched 

idea that could happen in the future, or at least not anymore. These types of ships are under 

development right now, by a number of worldwide projects and initiatives. 



There will be substantial investments required to set-up of onshore operations to monitor fleet 

movements, especially when there are incompatibilities between the current marine systems and an 

unmanned vessel style operation. 

 

However, if the estimates provided by the experts are correct, there won’t be any major results until 

2025, when the first remote controlled, unmanned coastal vessels is launched and, by 2035 we might 

possibly encounter the first fully autonomous, unmanned ocean–going ships, setting the future trend. 
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In addition to reduced construction cost, consideration must be given to fuel cost which could increase 

as autonomous vessels must run on higher-grade fuel such as Marine Diesel Oil (MDO) or Marine Gas Oil 

(MGO) to ensure smooth operation of engines. Estimates show that MDO/MGO would have to decrease 

about 12% on current day prices to justify an investment in say, an autonomous bulker in the current 

market. 

Secondly, there are many unanswered legal questions — we don’t yet know how international laws will 

apply to vessels that have no crews on them, as implementation of unmanned ship is illegal according to 

the minimum crew requirements under present regulation. Also, who would be ultimately liable if an 

accident did take place? 

Considering shipping is an international industry, such modification would have to consider a complex 

political, societal and economic matters, and it is most unlikely that there would be any agreed 

international guidelines and regulations regarding autonomous ships within the next decade.  

One poses the question what if, governments and authorities cannot forge an international agreement 

and all the efforts go back to zero? It seems politicians, and quangos show little prospect of reaching 

such momentous agreements. Even if they did, can one just imagine the amount of paperwork and 

regulation that would come with it? 

Furthermore, most present-day mariners believe these remote-controlled vessels would lack the skills, 

knowledge, and experience which present day professional seafarers provide, according to the 

International Transport Worker’s Federation (ITF). What would happen if there were problems requiring 

immediate attention — such as cyber-attack, machinery maintenance or breakdown, or sudden changes 



in routes due to unforeseen events, natural or man-made? These are many of the quandaries 

confronting those who only look at the “profits” within our shipping world. 

Many seafarers have expressed their anxiety over present day job losses due to AI and automation, so 

how will they feel with the introduction of fully autonomous tonnage? 

No one is safe from the increasing use of technology. Many seafarers will have troubles to get work 

ashore after their jobs disappearing with automation and AI. According to world studies, the 

introduction of autonomous ships will potentially decrease the demand for seafarers, leading to a 

reduction of 22 per cent by 2040. 

Automation and AI will become so universal that redundant workers will have no market left for their 

knowledge, skills, and competences. As a result, it will pose a serious threat on many economic and 

social issues. Society cannot afford to presume that the digital revolution will create jobs as quick as 

eliminating them. Technological progress does grow the economy and create wealth, but there is no 

economic law that says everyone will benefit from it, in this case the seafarer. 

It is accepted that Automation and AI is the future that we cannot really avoid but would un-manned 

ships really eventuate on any sort of scale, we cannot be so certain. However, radical changes need to 

be made such as reforming education, boosting training programs that support seafarers to work with AI 

and automation, rather than just accepting the inevitable and the terrible alternative. So, instead of 

removing human factors and replacing completely with technology, shipping bosses should elevate 

human potential through technology by using available AI-powered tools to predict operational risks, 

navigation solution, voyage optimization, and the like, to reduce maritime accidents. 

There was a lot to be said for the days of the Sextant, Compass, and paper Admiralty Chart, despite the 

never - ending job of doing “Chart Corrections” as we all knew it. Perhaps there is still yet hope for us 

veterans. 

I do however see the Cruise Ship sector gaining some sort of exemption from total automation. I can’t 

envisage passengers being very happy, or indeed at all comfortable, knowing that there was some kind 

of electronic Robot in charge of their destiny – besides which, no more Captain’s Table or onboard 

Cocktail parties! 

 

End 
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